Fellow Shareholders,
In February of this year, I took over as Teradyne CEO following Mike
Bradley’s retirement. My 32 years at Teradyne have witnessed
continuous transformations in the world of electronics and Teradyne
has been right at the front; innovating to enable the quality devices that
improve our lives. We remain committed to delivering leading products
and solutions for our customers and leading financial returns for our
shareholders. We’ve been steering Teradyne towards the faster growing
mobile device markets for several years and the value of that shift was
apparent in 2013. It was a year that saw our two major markets,
Semiconductor Test and Wireless Test, in cyclical down periods. Despite
these headwinds, due to our strength in mobile devices, we delivered
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above model financial results and gained market share in Semiconductor
Test and Wireless Test. We further strengthened our competitive position with major new product introductions in all
business segments.
In Semiconductor Test, we achieved our highest market share in more than 30 years at 44 percent. While the overall
market contracted nearly 25 percent in 2013, our sales were down just 9 percent. The market shift towards our sweet
spot in mobility, combined with new competitive design wins for our UltraFLEX and J750 family systems, drove an 8
point share gain in System-on-a-Chip (SOC) Test. In Memory Test, we added 10 points of share as the shift to higher
speed memories for mobile, gaming, and solid state drives (SSDs) aligned very well with our product strengths.
On the new product front, in Semiconductor Test we launched an updated version of our best selling J750 tester for
microcontroller test, a new Magnum memory tester from our Nextest group, and a new automotive device tester from
our Eagle Test team. The combination of market share gains and new products puts us in a great position to capitalize
on the expected market growth in 2014.
In Wireless Test, the 2013 market contracted about 25 percent following a strong 2012. However, LitePoint revenues
declined just 12 percent and, for the second year in a row, were substantially above the plan outlined when we acquired
LitePoint in 2011. We grew our market share in
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Wireless Test by expanding our product coverage
from WiFi, where we lead the industry with more
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than 50% share, to now include testers for LTE and
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legacy cellular standards. We added to our
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time-to-market is critical in the fast moving mobile
product space. By combining ZTEC instruments
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with LitePoint software, we offer customers a
single, easy to use test environment to accelerate
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forecast for wireless products, from smartphones
Teradyne Semi Test Market Share Reaches Highest Point in Recent History
and tablets to wearables and the ‘Internet of

Things’, offers an attractive market for LitePoint’s
expanding stable of wireless test solutions.
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In System Test, our full year revenue was down 2%,
excluding Storage Test. Despite uncertain defense
budgets, we had strong acceptance of our new high
speed digital product for defense electronics test. In
Production Board Test, our new TestStation system won
industry accolades in 2013 for bringing semiconductor
class productivity to high volume circuit board
production test. In Storage Test, our entry into the 3.5”
Hard Disk Drive (HDD) test market was not enough to
overcome the PC driven decline in the 2.5” HDD market
resulting in full year sales under $25 million. This
compares to an average of about $125 million annually in
the preceding two year period. As a result, we reduced
the cost structure of our Storage Test business in 2013.
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On the capital allocation front, our disciplined operating model and competitive strength continued to deliver a rock
solid balance sheet as we closed 2013 with slightly more than $1 billion in net cash. In 2014, we will settle our existing
convertible debt and will continue to look at potential acquisitions with the same careful and discplined approach that
has served us so well in the past. Based on the strength of our operating model and strong cash position, in January
2014 we announced the initiation of Teradyne’s first quarterly dividend. The initial $0.06 dividend will be paid in June
for holders of record as of May 9, 2014. This dividend provides shareholders a predictable return while we retain the
financial flexibility to act on future opportunities to grow our business.
Teradyne has seen tremendous change over our first 53 years in the electronics business. In Semiconductor Test, over
25 competitors have come and gone. We alone thrive among the three principal players still standing. That’s the result
of strong technical, financial, and strategic leadership and the day-to-day execution of employees at all levels of our
company. Teradyne’s long term success is driven by our focus on delivering the innovative solutions needed to test
the electronics of tomorrow. We’ll continue that focus while using our considerable technical, financial, and leadership
resources to explore new opportunities for the future. Success attracts the best customers, the best employees, and the
best shareholders. At Teradyne, we remain dedicated to that growing success.
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